
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of manager, supply chain. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, supply chain

Build and execute the vision for a unique Supply chain for Prime Now, Fresh
and Pantry that does not exist today
Form and lead cross-functional project teams with Fresh, Pantry and Prime
Now Ops and Retail teams to plan and organize, manage, and execute on the
development of a distribution center operational process to enable seamless
transfers to FCs
Develop and execute a cold chain process flow for effective distribution of
Chilled/Frozen inventory to meet customer demand for businesses that have
unique and different value propositions from our core business model
Shape the building design and process flow for a distinctive distribution
concept
Drive operational efficiencies by using quantitative and analytical approaches
to determine, calculate and improve the supply chain process
Materials management activities such as materials scheduling and inventory
to support operations
Managing site supply base
Direct Material Cost Savings & Margin enhancement
Supplier Delivery Performance of materials and documentation requirements
Freight In/Out Budget

Qualifications for manager, supply chain

Utilize our SAP planning system to support and direct plant production and
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Proactively review material supply and demand to determine push/pull
actions appropriate to impact current procurement schedule and releases
Review material shortages, stock outages, and safety stock levels while
working with Sourcing and Purchasing to meet customer requirements
Familiarity with all aspects of material management including Information
Systems and procedures relating to the function
5 years of experience in Contract review and negotiation for contract
management positions (negotiating all facets of contracts , SOW's ,
amendments, escrow agreements for a wide range of deal sizes from small to
very large)
Masters Degree in Business Administration, Finance or Supply Chain
Management


